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Action sought 

  Action sought  Deadline  

Hon Grant Robertson 
Minister Responsible for the 
Earthquake Commission 
 

Agree to exclusions on ex-gratia 
payments made to on-sold property 
owners 

Sign the attached legal instruments 

7 October, 2019 

Hon Dr Megan Woods  
Minister Responsible for Greater 
Christchurch Regeneration 

Agree the recommendations relating 
to additional terms relating to the 
delegation made by Cabinet to “Joint 
Ministers” 

7 October, 2019 

Contact for telephone discussion (if required) 

Name Position Telephone 1st Contact 
Craig Fookes Principal Advisor, 

Earthquake Commission 
Policy Team 

 

Helen McDonald Manager, Earthquake 
Commission Policy Team 

 

Minister’s Office actions (if required) 

Return the signed report to Treasury. 

Forward the signed legal instruments to the Chair of the Earthquake Commission’s Board  
 

Note any 
feedback on 
the quality of 
the report 

 

 

Enclosure: Yes

[23]

[23]

[23]

[23]
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Treasury Report:  On-Sold Canterbury Properties - Legal Instruments 

Purpose of Report 

1. This report provides the final agreed versions of the legal instruments necessary to 
give effect to the Government’s on-sold Canterbury properties ex-gratia package (“the 
package”).   

2. We are seeking your agreement to the final documents (“legal instruments”). There 
are three policy decisions included in the final versions of these documents that will 
need to be jointly agreed to by the Minister Responsible for the Earthquake 
Commission and the Minister Responsible for Greater Christchurch Regeneration.   

3. If you are satisfied, we recommend that you sign the attached legal instruments and 
forward these to the EQC.  

Background 

4. The Cabinet has agreed to provide on-sold over-cap Canterbury property owners 
twelve months to assess their properties and lodge a claim for missed earthquake 
damage and/or failed EQC commissioned repairs (CAB-19-MIN-0399 refers).   

5. The Government’s ex-gratia package aims to:  
• provide remedies to support a fair, timely, and enduring resolution of the social 

issues arising from uncompensated damage to on-sold properties from 
inadequate EQC commissioned repairs or damage missed from EQC 
assessments; 

 
• notify Canterbury residents of the intended purpose of and limitation upon EQC 

building assessments to highlight the need for independent advice and pre-
purchase due diligence; 

 
• re-establish that the Government’s policy under the Act is that the home owner 

(i.e. the claimant) not the EQC is (or was) ultimately responsible for lodging a 
claim and for any omissions from that claim; and 

 
• reduce the risk and potential cost of litigation for both the EQC and affected 

Canterbury residents. 

6. A Direction is required to add a function to the EQC to allow it to administer the 
package1. The proposed function is “to administer the support package established by 
the Crown for qualifying owners of on-sold properties”.  

7. Section 115 of the Crown Entities Act requires that you consult the EQC before signing 
the required Direction (T2019/2655 refers).   

8. You wrote to the Chair of the EQC Board, Sir Michael Cullen, on 16 September 2019 
seeking his comments.  The EQC Board has considered the direction and have written 
to confirm that they have no comments on the draft Direction.   

                                                
1  The required direction would be made pursuant to Section 112 of the Crown Entities Act 2004, as permitted by section 

5(1)(f)(ii) of the Earthquake Commission Act 1993. 
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Changes to the documents  

9. The EQC and the Treasury have continued to work together to develop the documents. 
Changes at this point in the process mainly involved technical changes to wording to 
take into account factors such as the correct GST treatment on insurance payments.   

10. This report discusses three further exclusions that will require the agreement of “Joint 
Ministers”2 under the Cabinet delegation.  

Exclusion: pre-existing damage, fraud, or misrepresentation 

11. We recommend that the criteria provide the EQC the option to decline or discount the 
claim where the EQC has (or would have in the circumstances) declined to pay or 
discount the under-cap portion of the claim on the property. Clause 3 of Schedule 3 
sets out the circumstances in which the Commission may decline a claim. These 
include situations where: 

a damage that was caused or was exacerbated by unrepaired damage that the 
EQC has previously paid out on;  

b the insured person has failed to comply with any relevant law and that failure has 
caused or exacerbated the natural disaster damage;  

c the building was not constructed in accordance with relevant building or 
constructions standards that applied at that time, and that failure caused or 
exacerbated the natural disaster damage;  

d the insured person has wilfully and materially misdescribed or misrepresented the 
property or any other matter relevant to the valuation of the property;  

e the claim is fraudulent;  

f a wilful act of negligence (known to the insured person) caused or contributed to 
the natural disaster damage.  

Exclusion: the applicant has opted out of the package  

12. We recommend that the criteria provide the EQC the option to decline or discount a 
claim where the person has chosen to pursue their claim through the Courts (i.e. they 
have implicitly opted not to claim a payment under the ex-gratia package).  

13. An ability to decline claims would reduce the risk that claimants pursue parallel claims. 
The limitation also creates a clear decision point, consistent with the decision within the 
Cabinet minute (CAB-19-MIN-0399 refers) that ex-gratia package act as an opt-in 
alternative to litigation.    

                                                
2  CAB-19-MIN-0399 delegated authority to the Minster responsible for the Earthquake Commission and the Minister 

responsible for Greater Christchurch Regeneration to allow “Joint Ministers” to establish any other technical terms, 
conditions, criteria, or exclusions necessary to give effect to the package.   
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Exclusion: treatment of full and final settlements  

14. We recommend that additional criteria be added to provide the EQC the option to 
exclude current property owners who have signed a full and final settlement agreement 
with the EQC.  

Previous full and final settlements with EQC 

18. On-sold over-cap property owners have no statutory entitlement to EQC disaster 
insurance for any amount over the statutory $100k cap.  However, these property 
owners may have entered into full or partial settlements with respect to other claims 
(i.e. those lodged under common law).  

19. Your Cabinet paper noted that around 50,000 to 60,000 EQC assessed Canterbury 
properties (around 30 percent) had sold at the end of 2018. The EQC indicated that 
they were aware of close to 1000 claims within this group that have subsequently gone 
over the $100k insurance cap after they were purchased. Of these, 100 were in 
litigation, and another 50 were open and working towards settlement. The remaining 
known over-cap on-sold homeowners have been paid their EQC entitlement and had 
their claim closed, potentially leaving them with an uninsured gap.  

20. Any claim that included a payment over and above the EQC cap would have been 
made subject to a settlement agreement that would likely have included a waiver of 
liability making it a “full and final” settlement.  

 

[38]

[34], [36], [38]
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Triggers for consultation – costly repair work 

27. You have previously agreed that the EQC should consult the Treasury and propose an 
alternative settlement strategy where the cost to replace the building on the current site 
is considered to be prohibitively expensive (T2019/2655 refers).  For example, where 
the land is badly damaged requiring extensive costly remedial work. 

28. Given the uncertainty as to how frequently these situations may arise, or whether an 
alternative settlement approach will be required, we recommend that the EQC consult 
the Treasury in circumstances where the cost of repair exceeds 1.5 times the capital 
value of the property (ie. latest value of land and improvements recorded in the latest 
rateable value).  The Treasury would provide policy advice on circumstances where an 
alternative approach to settlement may be required (ie. for a class of homeowners).  

29. On the basis of current information, we anticipate that this trigger for consultation will 
set a high threshold, suggesting most home owners would receive a payment based on 
the cost to repair their current home. We recommend that you delegate authority to 
allow the Treasury and EQC to lift this cap by mutual agreement should it lead to 
consultation on a large number of properties that are able to be easily resolved within 
the current framework.  

The settlement agreement  

30. Each ex-gratia payment made to on-sold property owners will be made subject to a full 
and final settlement agreement.    

31. We recommend that you delegate authority to allow the Treasury to agree detailed 
legal terms and conditions providing these are consistent with the policy decisions 
made by Cabinet and Joint Ministers with respect to the ex-gratia on-sold package.   

[34], [36], [38]
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Recommended Action 

We recommend that you: 
 
a note that a Direction is required to allow the EQC to administer the ex-gratia payments 

for on-sold over-cap property owners in Canterbury agreed by Cabinet on 12 August 
2019 (CAB-19-MIN-0399 refers)   

b note that the Chair of the EQC, Sir Michael Cullen, has responded to your letter dated 
16 September, indicated the EQC Board has considered your proposed Direction and 
has no comments on the Direction as drafted  

An exclusion for pre-existing damage, fraud, or misrepresentation 

c agree that the criteria should allow the EQC to decline or discount any claim where the 
under-cap portion of the claim for the property would have been declined in accordance 
with Clause 3 of Schedule 3 of the Act (e.g. where damage is pre-existing, the claim is 
fraudulent, or where the claimant misrepresents information) 

 
Agree/disagree 
Hon Grant Robertson 

Agree/disagree 
Hon Dr Megan Woods 

 
An exclusion where the claimant opts to pursue the claim in the Court 

d note that Cabinet has agreed that the on-sold Canterbury properties package be an 
opt-in alternative to litigation 

e agree that the EQC may exclude or discount claims if the claimant chooses to pursue 
their claim in court after the date this policy was announced to avoid the claimant 
pursuing parallel claims  

 
Agree/disagree 
Hon Grant Robertson 

Agree/disagree 
Hon Dr Megan Woods 

 
Final policy decision – treatment of full and final settlement agreements 

f note that some on-sold over-cap property owners may have signed a full and final 
settlement of all claims that was inadequate to cover the cost of repair 

g agree, the criteria should provide the EQC an option to discount or exclude owners 
who have signed a full and final settlement agreement  

 
Agree/disagree 
Hon Grant Robertson 

Agree/disagree 
Hon Dr Megan Woods 

 

h agree as a general principle full and final settlements should not be reopened, notably 
where they represent an agreed settlement to correct all remaining residual earthquake 
damage following a professional assessment from a builder or engineer  

 
Agree/disagree 
Hon Grant Robertson 

Agree/disagree 
Hon Dr Megan Woods 

                                                                                                                                                   
3  Official Information Act 1982 s(9)(2)(j) 
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j note that we do not expect this situation to be particularly common given on-sold 
settlements were placed on hold until after the High Court heard the test case 

Uneconomic repairs  

k agree that an indicative trigger for consultation on whether an alternative settlement 
approach is required for prohibitively costly repairs be set at 1.5 times the capital value 
(ie. the rateable value) of the property 

 
Agree/disagree 
Hon Grant Robertson 

l note that the Treasury will provide advice if an alternative settlement approach is 
required (in the absence of a decision, the EQC will pay the current agreed ex-gratia 
payment calculated with respect to the cost to repair or replace the property on the 
current site)   

m agree that Treasury may agree exceptions or changes to the trigger for consultation to 
exclude properties that are relatively routine and are able to be resolved within the 
current criteria for the on-sold policy package 
 
Agree/disagree 
Hon Grant Robertson 
 

[38]
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Finalising the on-sold legal instruments  

n pending agreement from the Minister Responsible for Greater Christchurch 
Regeneration to the recommendations above, sign the attached legal instruments and 
forward these to the Chair of the Earthquake Commission’s Board 

 
Yes/no 
Hon Grant Robertson 

o note that the Section 115 of the Crown Entities Act requires that the Minister 
Responsible for the Earthquake Commission present a copy of a Direction to the 
House of Representatives as soon as practicable 

p note that the Treasury will arrange to have the signed Ministerial Direction published in 
the Gazette as required under Section 115 of the Crown Entities Act  

 
 

q agree that the Treasury may agree with the EQC  detailed legal terms and conditions 
within a standard settlement agreement for on-sold property owners providing these 
are consistent with previous policy decisions relating to the on-sold ex-gratia package 
 
Agree/disagree 
Hon Grant Robertson 

 
 
 
 
 
Helen McDonald 
Manager, Earthquake Commission Policy Team 
 
 
 
 
 
Hon Grant Robertson 
Minister Responsible for the Earthquake Commission 
 
 
 
 
 
Hon Dr Megan Woods 
Minister Responsible for Greater Christchurch Regeneration 
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